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1 Abstract 
JWST’s coronagraphic capabilities for NIRCam and MIRI will enable high contrast 
imaging near bright targets. In TR JWST-STScI-004140, the Coronagraph Working 
Group (CWG) defined seven use-cases detailing expected coronagraph observing 
sequences that comprise the coronagraphic Science Operations Design Reference 
Mission (SODRM).  Here we detail the implementation of each of these use cases into 
semi-realistic APT programs designed to mimic future proposals.  These programs are 
implemented manually, using the available functionality of APT v23.2.1.  We report 
scheduling and scientific lessons learned during this process and list APT features that 
would simplify the proposal process for future coronagraph users. 

2 Introduction 
JWST’s coronagraphic capabilities for NIRCam and MIRI will enable high contrast 
imaging near bright targets. In TR JWST-STScI-004140, the Coronagraph Working 
Group (CWG) defined seven use-cases detailing expected coronagraph observing 
sequences for the majority of scientific pursuits with JWST’s coronagraphs, and showed 
that future proposed coronagraph observation programs will request a complex mix of 
non-interruptible observations, rolls, dithers, filter/mask changes, and reference star slews. 
Here we summarize the APT programs created for the majority of the coronagraph 
SODRM use cases. This work was conducted to test the functionality of APT v23.2.1, 
explore how to improve usability, and provide a realistic observation sequence to check 
schedulability. 

3 APT Programs for Each Use Case 
Below we briefly summarize the intent of each use case, state the observation sequence 
described for the use case according to TR JWST-STScI-004140, and then describe the 
APT program designed for the use case. We note any differences between the APT 
v23.2.1 implementation and the program as stated in TR JWST-STScI-004140. 

When there is a discrepancy between the information in this 
technical report and information in JDox, assume JDox is correct.
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3.1 Characterization of a known planet 

3.1.1 Use-case review 
This use-case corresponds to proposals to observe a previously discovered planet to 
characterize its atmosphere. Such observations will likely desire multiple filters and 
potentially both NIRCam and MIRI. Observations may also desire a full-frame imaging 
capability with the intent to perform astrometry on the planet. 
TR JWST-STScI-004140 described two possible configurations of coronagraph 
sequences for these observations: one with interleaved filters and one in which the target 
and reference are observed sequentially for each filter. Below we present the example in 
which filters are interleaved, as it likely leads to lower overheads. 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, -5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1140, -5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, -5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, 5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1140, 5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, 5deg 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1140 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550 
TR JWST-STScI-004140 noted that although some proposals may desire to interleave 
instruments to further reduce overheads, such a configuration was not considered by TR 
JWST-STScI-004140. 

3.1.2 APT implementation 
For this use-case, our APT implementation differed from that described in TR JWST-
STScI-004140. The CWG decided to use the known planet characterization use-case as a 
test for cross-instrument overheads. Because the overheads associated with changing 
filters are tested in the other use-case programs below, and interleaving instruments 
captures the scientific desire for multi-wavelength characterization of planets, we only 
included one filter per instrument. Thus, we constructed a 6-observation non-interruptible 
sequence for each target-reference pair like the following: 
target_1, NIRCam, 430R, F410M 
target_1, NIRCam, 430R, F410M, +10° PA 
PSF1, NIRCam, 430R, F410M 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, +10° PA 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065 
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We created a single program, ‘known_planets.aptx’, that contains both NIRCam and 
MIRI observations for the targets and reference stars shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows 
an APT screenshot for this program. Each NIRCam observation was scheduled using the 
430R sombrero mask with F410M filter. In several cases, the planets resided within the 
IWA of the 430R mask—in these cases we used the SWB mask with F210M filter. In the 
case of HR8799, we used the 430R mask due to the complexity of the multi-planet 
system. For each MIRI observation, we used the 4QPM with F1065C filter. 
 

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the known planets APT program (known_planets.aptx). The 
Data Requests folder shows included targets and the 6-observation non-
interruptible sequence for HR 8799. For an example of the special requirements 
added, see Figure 2. 

As indicated in the above sequence, we scheduled a roll dither for each observation by 
adding a PA offset special requirement of 10°. To each observation, we added a PA range 
special requirement to place the planet off of the wedge and 4QPM axes, regardless of 
whether the wedge or 4QPM was used. 

Table 1. Targets and reference stars for the known planet use-case. 

Target Reference 
HR 8799 28-PEG 
Fomalhaut V-V-PSA 
Beta Pic DEL-DOR 
GQ Lup IRAS-15443-3521 
2MASSWJ1207334-393254 2MASS-J12505265-2121136 
1RXS J160929.1-210524 2MASS-J16014743-2049457 
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Target Reference 
UScoCTIO108 2MASS-J16084744-2235477 
CT Cha V-VW-CHA 

 
The references chosen for this case follow those adopted in programs 93030 and 93031 in 
the 2012 SODRM, except in two cases where the previously selected references were 
found to be poor magnitude matches in WISE W1, W2, and W3 filters. 
The CWG expects that users will want to schedule full-frame imaging for astrometric 
purposes in this use case, with one full frame image taken at target acquisition and the 
second full frame image taken after the target has been placed behind the coronagraphic 
mask. At the time of this report, APT does support such a feature (discussed further in 
Section 3.4). As a work-around, we created a second APT program, 
‘known_planets_astrometry.aptx’, in which we added full frame images before and after 
the first observation of a roll dither pair for the science target. Figure 2 shows a 
screenshot from this program. 
 

 
Figure 2. Screenshot of the known planets APT program with an approximation of 
astrometric frames included (known_planets_astrometry.aptx). The Data Requests 
folder shows the additional full frame images for HR 8799 before and after the first 
observation. The Special Requirements tab shows the timing special requirements 
for the full frame imaging, the non-interruptible sequence requirement, the fixed 
PA of roll 1, and the PA offset between rolls 1 and 2. 
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3.2 Characterization of a known disk 

3.2.1 Use-case review 
This use-case corresponds to proposals to characterize known circumstellar disks. 
Observing programs for this use case may require multiple filters and instruments. 
Additionally, if observing with the NIRCam bar masks or MIRI 4QPMs, users may want 
to make a second set of observations at a large relative roll angle (~30° or more) to move 
the mask axes and recover the full astronomical scene. Given JWST’s pointing 
constraints, obtaining relative roll angles ≳10° requires observing on multiple dates. TR 
JWST-STScI-004140 gives the following example coronagraphic sequence for MIRI: 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, -5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, -5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, +5deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, +5deg 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550 
-- 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, 40deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, 40deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065, 50deg 
target_1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550, 50deg 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1065 
PSF1, MIRI, 4QPM, F1550 
Where each 6-observation coronagraphic sequence is non-interruptible, includes a roll 
dither, and observations at two filters. 

3.2.2 APT implementation 
We created two separate APT programs for the known disks use-case, one for NIRCam 
and one for MIRI. The implemented coronagraph sequences are equivalent to that 
described by TR JWST-STScI-004140 and shown above. 
For the NIRCam program, ‘known_disks_NIRCam.aptx’, we observed the 15 targets and 
reference stars listed in Table 2. Each target was observed with the SWB mask with 
F210M filter and the 430R mask with F430M filter. A 6-observation non-interruptible 
sequence was programed for each target in which both filters were interleaved, a dither 
roll was implemented, and the reference star was observed with both filters according to 
the example coronagraphic sequence above and as shown in Figures 3 and 4. For the 
majority of targets, we also implemented a second non-interruptible coronagraphic 
sequence to obtain the larger relative roll (~30°). Because this larger roll only needs to be 
done for the SWB observations, the second coronagraphic sequence was a 3-observation 
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sequence with the SWB mask and F210M filter only. This second set was comprised of 
an initial science observation, a dither roll, and a reference star observation. 
 

 
Figure 3. Screenshot of the known disks APT program for NIRCam 
(known_disks_nircam.aptx). The Data Requests folder shows included targets and 
the 9-observation non-interruptible sequence for HD 141569. Roll 2 was required 
for the wedge mask to obtain the full astronomical scene. The Special Requirements 
tab shows the 10° roll dither requirement as well as the larger roll offset between 
rolls 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the known disks APT program for MIRI 
(known_disks_miri.aptx). The Data Requests folder shows included targets and the 
9-observation non-interruptible sequence for HD 141569. 

Table 2. Target and reference stars for known disks use-case. 

Target Reference 
HD 141569 49 Cet 
HR 4796A U Cen 
HR 32297 HD 33403 
Fomalhaut Alf Lyr 
Beta Pic Alf Pic 
HD 15745 HD 20499 
HD 15115 HR 783 
HD 181327 HR 7297 
HD 139664 HD 99353 
HD 10647 Alf Boo 
HD 107146 HD 120066 
HD 61005 HD 65161 
HD 92945 HD 89585 
Au Mic HD 191849 
HD 53143 HD 59780 
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Reference stars were chosen by pulling commonly selected references from the literature 
(Weinberger et al. 1999, Kalas et al. 2005, Golimowski et al. 2006, Schneider et al. 2009, 
Liseau et al. 2010, Schneider et al. 2014). 
Three of the disks in our target list are nearly edge-on (Beta Pic, HD 15115, AU Mic). 
Although not necessarily the case for these particular disks, it is likely that for some 
edge-on disks users may not desire a second larger roll angle, as most of the disk can be 
observed in a single coronagraphic sequence if oriented properly with respect to the 
wedge mask. In an effort to sample the diversity of realistic disk proposals, we did not 
include the second larger roll for these three edge-on disks. Instead, we implemented a 
PA range special requirement on the first sequence to ensure the disks’ major axes did 
not fall behind the wedge. 
For MIRI, we created a very similar program, ‘known_disks_MIRI.aptx’, for which we 
essentially replaced NIRCam’s SWB/F210M and 430R/F430M mask-filter combinations 
with MIRI’s 4QPM/F1550C and Lyot/F2300C masks-filter combinations, respectively. 

3.3 Self-referenced survey of several targets 

3.3.1 Use-case review 
This use case corresponds to proposals to survey tens of stars for new disks or exoplanets. 
Because some fraction of these observations will not result in detections, the targets can 
serve as their own reference stars as long as observations can be scheduled back-to-back 
(non-interruptible). Only a single filter and instrument will likely be required. A roll 
dither will likely be common. A larger relative roll to recover any discovery space 
blocked by coronagraphic masks may not be common, as masks block only a small 
portion of discovery space. Due to JWST’s pointing restrictions, self-referenced surveys 
will likely focus on compact groups of stars. TR JWST-STScI-004140 gives the 
following example coronagraphic sequence for NIRCam, simply made up of roll dither 
pairs all in a non-interruptible sequence: 
target_1, NIRCam, M430R, F430M, -5deg 
target_1, NIRCam, M430R, F430M, 5deg 
target_2, NIRCam, M430R, F430M, -5deg 
target_2, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 5deg 
target_3, NIRCam, M430R, F430M, -5deg 
target_3, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 5deg… 

3.3.2 APT implementation 
Due to JWST’s pointing restrictions, self-referenced surveys will be very difficult to 
schedule as a non-interruptible sequence unless most targets are in a compact region of 
the sky. This is also desirable given the expected degradation in contrast associated with 
large slews. Thus, our APT implementation of the self-referenced survey focused on 12 
targets from the relatively compact TW Hydrae association, as listed in Table 3, which 
were taken from Reid et al. (2003). These targets have a spread in RA and declination of 
~15 degrees. The specific targets chosen for this association were not scientifically 
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vetted; while this set of targets may not represent a realistic self-referenced survey from a 
scientific standpoint, they should approximate the schedulability of such a program 
reasonably well. 

Table 3. Targets for the self-referenced survey use-case. 

Target 
TWA 1 
TWA 2A 
TWA 2B 
TWA 3A 
TWA 3B 
HD 98800A 
HD 98800B 
2MASS-J11315526-3436272 
CD-33-7795B 
V-BX-ANT 
V-CE-ANT 
CD-26-8623 

 
We created two self-referenced survey programs, ‘self_referenced_survey-
TWA_NIRCam.aptx’ and ‘self_referenced_survey-TWA_MIRI.aptx’. In the NIRCam 
and MIRI programs, we chose the LWB (with F410M and F360M filters) and 
4QPM/F1065C masks, respectively. For each, we implemented a 24-observation non-
interruptible coronagraphic sequence comprised of an observation and roll dither on each 
target. The roll dither was implemented by adding a PA offset special requirement to the 
second observation, with an allowed range of 7-14°. The resulting sequence follows the 
example sequence given in TR JWST-STScI-004140 and is shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
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Figure 5. Screenshot of the self-referenced survey APT program for NIRCam 
(self_referenced_nircam.aptx). The Data Requests folder shows included targets and 
the 24-observation non-interruptible sequence, composed of 12 roll dither pairs for 
each target. The NIRCam Coronagraphic Imaging tab shows the two filters chosen 
for observation with the LWB mask. 
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the self-referenced survey APT program for MIRI 
(self_referenced_miri.aptx). The Data Requests folder shows included targets and 
the 24-observation non-interruptible sequence, composed of 12 roll dither pairs for 
each target. The Special Requirements tab shows the non-interruptible sequence 
and the roll dither for the first science target. 

3.4 Shared reference surveys 

3.4.1 Use-case review 
This use-case corresponds to a proposal to survey a number of science targets that cannot 
serve as good references for each other (when the majority of targets are expected to have 
companions or circumstellar disks). Thus, a single (or several) reference target(s) can be 
shared among the group of science targets. Similar to the self-referenced survey, only a 
single filter and instrument will likely be requested, roll dithers will be common, and a 
large relative roll to recover all discovery space may be uncommon. TR JWST-STScI-
004140 lays out the following NIRCam example of a non-interruptible coronagraph 
sequence for this use-case. 
target_1, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 
target_1, NIRCam, M430R, F430M, 10deg 
target_2, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 
target_2, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 10deg 
target_3, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 
target_3, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 10deg… 
PSF1, NIRCam, M430R, F430M 
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3.4.2 APT implementation 
We implemented the shared reference survey by combining the 10 targets and 3 reference 
stars from the Taurus region listed in Table 4. We produced only a MIRI program for this 
use-case, ‘shared_reference.aptx’. For each target, we scheduled a roll dither pair of 
observations by adding a 10° PA offset special requirement to the second observation. 
The 20 science observations were combined with 3 reference observations (without roll 
dithers) to form a 23-observation non-interruptible coronagraphic sequence, according to 
the example sequence above and as shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Screenshot of the shared reference survey APT program for MIRI 
(shared_referenced.aptx). The Data Requests folder shows included targets and the 
three references that formed a 23-observation non-interruptible sequence. 

Table 4. Target and reference stars for the shared reference use-case. 

Targets References 
CY Tau  
AA Tau  
DL Tau  
DM Tau  
Go Tau  
RY Tau  
CI Tau  
DQ Tau  
UZ Tau  
DO Tau  
 V1201 Tau 
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Targets References 
 V1298 Tau 
 V1307 Tau 

 
3.5 Easy targets 
This use-case was not included in our APT implementation. This use-case corresponds to 
proposals to observe targets that do not require some of the basic steps of a coronagraphic 
observing sequence (e.g., no roll dither, no reference star, etc.). The CWG expects the 
number of proposals with these requirements to be small and because such methods can 
only apply to the extreme low-hanging fruit, they should not significantly impact 
schedulability. 

3.6 Observation at the limit of capabilities 
This use-case was not included in our APT implementation. The CWG expects each 
program falling within this use-case to have unique requirements. APT is designed to not 
be restrictive, such that these unique cases can be implemented. Users may have to 
provide additional justification in some cases. 

3.7 Faint target/extragalactic observation 

3.7.1 Use-case review 
This use case corresponds to observations of faint sources (e.g., AGN). The basic 
coronagraphic sequence applies to these observations as well, though the target 
acquisition does not require an ND filter. The purpose of this use case is to test target 
acquisition without the ND filter. 

3.7.2 APT implementation 
Currently APT allows users to schedule target acquisition without an ND filter for MIRI 
only. We created a program, ‘extragalactic_faint.aptx’, scheduling the observation of a 
single QSO target, 2MASS-J17012482+5149204 with MIRI. The reference for this target 
was chosen based on Evans et al. (2009). Figure 8 shows the coronagraphic sequence for 
this target. 
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Figure 8. Screenshot of the faint target/extragalactic APT program 
(extragalactic_faint.aptx). The Data Requests folder shows the two MIRI 
observations and two NIRCam observations scheduled for the science target as well 
as the 2 observations scheduled for the reference star. The MIRI Coronagraphic 
Imaging tab shows that the acquisition filter is not the FND as will typically be used 
for coronagraphic imaging. 

3.8 Special test case: small grid dithers 
The performance of the JWST coronagraphs can be enhanced by improving the accuracy 
of the reference PSF. One way to do this is to perform a “small grid dither” (SGD) on the 
reference PSF star, i.e., observing the reference star at slightly different pointings and 
interpolating between them to optimally match the reference PSF to the science target.   
The CWG expects two SGD patterns to be implemented in APT, a 5-point and 9-point 
pattern, and expects many observations to incorporate SGDs. APT v23.2.1, which was 
used to construct these programs, lacks this feature. 
To test whether such a sequence can be programmed manually and to check the 
overheads calculated by APT for such a sequence, we created the program 
‘sgd_sample.aptx’. This program tests a manual implementation of a SGD on a single 
target, USCOCTIO-108, and its reference 2MASS-J16084744-2235477. This program 
consists of an 11-observation non-interruptible sequence, as shown in Figure 9. The first 
two observations are the roll dither pair of the science target, where the roll dither was 
implemented on the second observation by a PA offset special requirement of 10° with 
respect to the first observation. The following 9 observations form the SGD of the 
reference star, implemented via offset special requirements, and forming a 3x3 grid with 
dimension 0.024 arcseconds. 
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Figure 9. Screenshot of the small grid dither sample APT program 
(sgd_sample.aptx). The Data Requests folder shows the two MIRI observations 
scheduled on the science target as well as the 9 observations scheduled for the 
reference star. The Special Requirements tab shows the offset special requirement 
for Obs 3. 

4 Missing Items from the APT Programs 

4.1 Missing use-cases 
As described above, we created APT programs for 5 out of 7 use-cases defined in TR 
JWST-STScI-004140. We did not create APT programs for the “easy target” and 
“observations at the limits of capabilities” use-cases. The CWG expects these use-cases 
to represent a small minority of proposals. 

4.2 More complex use-cases 
The APT programs created to test the use-cases described above do not necessarily 
represent the full diversity of real-world proposals that will be created. For example, the 
APT program for the known planets use-case included one filter from NIRCam and one 
filter from MIRI. Some real-world proposals may request multiple filters using just one 
instrument, or all filters using both instruments. While the APT programs are reasonably 
realistic and were designed to, program-wide, cover a representative set of filter and 
instrument combinations, they do not model all possible combinations for any single use 
case. 

4.3 SGDs 
Currently APT does not have a simple SGD option available in the coronagraphic 
templates. Implementing a SGD in APT currently requires adding individual observations 
with an offset special requirement, which produces overheads associated with target 
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acquisition each time. In practice, SGDs would be performed using the FSM after a 
single target acquisition. Because of this disconnect, we did not include SGDs in the use-
cases above, and created only a single test case for SGDs as described in Section 2.8 
above. 

4.4 Full frame imaging for astrometry 
Astrometry will be an important capability for exoplanet observations. To enable this, the 
CWG has recommended that two full frame images be obtained—one immediately after 
target acquisition (while the target is on the ND filter) and the other after the FSM places 
the target behind the coronagraphic mask. Currently APT does not have a simple option 
to enable these features. To approximate these observational requirements as best as 
possible, we manually added two full frame images before and after the first observation 
of a science target in the known planets use case. The overheads associated with these are 
known to be incorrect. These full frame image observations appear only in the APT 
program ‘known_planets_astrometry.aptx’. 

4.5 Target acquisition and exposure times 
Given the forthcoming modifications to the process of selecting exposure times for target 
acquisition in APT, we elected to simply use placeholder flux values for target 
acquisition in our APT programs. The exposure times for our observations were selected 
following the values adopted for similar targets in the 2012 SODRM programs. We 
expect that our values are within an order of magnitude of “realistic” values but caution 
against drawing any conclusions regarding, for example, the ratio of science time spent 
on MIRI to NIRCam from these values. 

4.6 Observational optimization 
APT programs were created following limited basic optimization principles, e.g., 
changing filters before roll/pointing changes, etc. However, no significant effort was 
made for observational optimization, as we assume APT will take care of scheduling 
optimizations behind the scenes (e.g., optimizing the order of a non-interruptible 
sequence). 
4.7 Linking Science and Reference PSF Observations 
The standard coronagraph sequence requires observation of a science target, a second 
observation of that science target with a PA offset of ~7-14 degrees compared to the first 
observation, and an observation of a PSF reference target.  Future versions of APT will 
include the ability to tag an observation as a science or reference observation.  For each 
science observations, users will need to select their desired reference observation(s). 
These associations will be propagated forward and used in the data reduction pipeline. 

5 Findings/Recommendations 
During the APT implementation of the coronagraph SODRM, we compiled lists of 
science and schedulability notes, APT features that would improve usability, and APT 
issues/bugs. Here we provide these lists. 
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5.1 Schedulability & science notes 
• The accessible range of PAs for any given target depends on the target’s ecliptic 

latitude. Targets near the ecliptic are only accessible over a 14° range of PAs and 
valuable science may remain hidden behind NIRCam bar masks and MIRI 4QPM 
axes. 

• A number of known debris disks are larger than the coronagraph subarrays. Full 
frame readouts may produce valuable science. 

• Earth/moon avoidance can affect the schedulability of a target at a given absolute 
PA, but did not appear to prohibit schedulability of any of our observations when 
PA was allowed to float. 

• Several known planets are at small separations and can only be observed with the 
NIRCam SWB mask. 

• To avoid complex scheduling issues, survey targets (self-referenced or shared-
reference) should be chosen to be within ~10° of one another. If targets are spread 
out significantly more than this, users will have to break targets into groups that 
can be scheduled together and manually decide how to group the targets. 

5.2 Recommended APT features 
• A visibility tool showing allowed PAs for a given target: The allowed pointing 

of JWST leads to visibility that depends on ecliptic latitude. Further, the range of 
roll angles allowed depends on solar elongation. As a result, the allowed PAs are 
a complicated function of time. Supplying plots of allowed PA as a function of 
time would greatly help when diagnosing any scheduling issues. 

• “Ignore directionality” PA offset checkbox: Currently the PA offset special 
requirement takes into account the sign of the PA range given. However, this 
greatly complicates schedulability (requiring the use of a visibility tool as 
described above) because most coronagraph observations likely will not care 
about the directionality of the relative roll, i.e. a -30° is equally desirable to a 
+30° roll. Having an “ignore directionality” checkbox next to the PA offset range 
would significantly improve usability. When this checkbox is selected, APT 
would attempt to schedule observations in the supplied range of PAs as well as 
the PA range with opposite sign. 

• Roll dither checkbox: Roll dithers will be commonly requested for coronagraph 
observations. Currently users must add another observation with a PA offset 
special requirement. Adding a roll dither checkbox may improve usability. 

• Improved overhead calculations: APT presently significantly overestimates the 
size of overheads for coronagraphic programs, due at least partially to an assumed 
30-minute slew for every observation. We expect that APT’s implementation of 
smart accounting will correct this and should roughly reflect the overheads 
predicted in TR JWST-STScI-004165. 

• Increased limit on number of non-interruptible observations: APT currently 
limits the user to <25 observations in a non-interruptible sequence. Given that 
coronagraph observation require a roll dither on each target, this limits surveys to 
12 targets. Further, attempting to schedule just one science target with a roll dither 
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and reference star using a large number of filters produces a sequence that 
approaches this limit. One may be able to work around this issue by linking 
several non-interruptible sequences. 

• Increased exposure time limit: APT currently limits the total exposure time of 
non-interruptible sequences to < 24 hours. Relatively small coronagraphic survey 
programs can violate this limit. 

• Fully calculated visibility constraints: Currently when APT attempts to 
schedule observations, if one visibility constraint is not met, it refrains from 
calculating subsequent constraints in that range. This makes diagnosing any 
scheduling issues very difficult, as it is not clear which constraint is limiting the 
observations. 

• Full frame imaging for astrometry: To enable astrometry, a critical capability 
for exoplanet observations, the CWG has recommended that two full frame 
images be read out—one immediately after target acquisition (while target is in 
the ND filter), and one after the FSM places the target behind the coronagraphic 
mask. The CWG envisions an “astrometry checkbox” to easily enable these 
additional exposures and correctly calculate the associated overheads. A full 
description of the CWG’s recommended implementation of astrometry for 
coronagraphy is available in TR JWST-STScI-004166. 

• Wideband filter support: Some observers may desire to schedule coronagraphic 
observations using a wideband filter. 

• Coronagraph sequence checks: Simple checks on the observation plan would 
improve the success rate of observations and simplify the process for users: 

o Are reference stars included? 
o Are roll dithers included? 
o Are observations non-interruptible? 
o Is astrometry desired and if so, are full frame images included? 

5.3 APT issues 
When creating the APT coronagraph SODRM programs, we discovered a number of 
issues with APT. Some of these issues are clear bugs, while others are inconveniences. 
Table 5 lists the issues along with explanations and resolution status. 

Table 5. List of APT bugs and issues discovered during  
implementation of the coronagraph SODRM. 

Issue Description Status 

Relative roll angles in Proposal 
Constraint Generator 

PA offset special requirement was broken; 
observations that should be schedulable were not, 
and observations that shouldn’t be schedulable 
were. Resolved 

GS window has “avoidance 
spots” left over from testing 

Circular regions in the FGS field keep GS from 
being scheduled in some cases. These are remnants 
from tests to block future regions of bad pixels and 
should be removed. 

PR #81988 filed 
on 9/4/2015 

GS constraint generator only 
returns PAs to one side of 

If an avoidance spot blocks a GS, APT only 
considers PAs to one side of the avoidance spot 

PR #81987 filed 
on 9/3/2015 
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Issue Description Status 
“avoidance spots” and not the other 
Aladin does not plot actual GS 
window 

Aladin plots the full FGS window, not the subarray 
used for GS. 

PR #81988 filed 
on 9/4/2015 

NIRCam wedge and sombrero 
masks are in different modules 

Switching between NIRCam wedge and sombrero 
masks can change the pointing of JWST by a few 
degrees, which can impact schedulability 

Issue known, 
will be moved 
to same module 
with future 
SIAF update 

PA offset range special 
requirement check missing 

APT does not check whether the minimum PA is 
less than the maximum PA supplied in the range 
box—can lead to schedulability errors. Not reported 

Bad default folder name for 
NIRCam observations 

When creating NIRCam observations, the 
observation folder is described as “NIRSpec 
Multiobject Spectroscopy” under the template 
column Not reported 

Visit planner does not recognize 
updates to upper limit of PA 
offset special requirement range 

1. When adding an aperture PA range special 
requirement, the visit planner only allows updates 
if the lower limit on the PA range is modified. It 
does not recognize if the upper limit only was 
modified and does not allow an updated 
calculation of schedulability. Not reported 

 
6 Conclusions 
We created APT programs for 5 out of 7 coronagraph SODRM use cases, likely 
representing the vast majority of future proposals. All coronagraph observation sequences 
were created manually.  Given the capabilities of APT v23.2.1 used to create these 
programs, some aspects of the programs are simplified (these simplifications are detailed 
in Section 4) and some are known to be incorrect (e.g., individual exposure times and 
overheads).  Section 5 summarizes our scientific findings and provides recommendations 
for future APT features that would simplify the proposal process for observers.  
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